By putting a big effort into gracious dining, the Glen View Club does an off-season business of up to 70% of what is grossed during the summer.

Skeet and trap shooting, curling and ice skating each play relatively short seasons during the winter at Glen View Club, in Golf, Ill., but they are spaced to give continuity to the club's off-season sports program from November until well into March. But as popular as these activities are, Robert M. Broms, manager of the club, has some doubts if they would profitably fill in the dead season void if it weren't for a fourth "sport," gracious dining.

"People don't really like to hibernate during the winter," says Broms. "Secure as the fireplace is, people will brave cold weather and snow if a good meal is waiting when they arrive at their destination." An added inducement for most members is knowing that there is trap shooting, skating or curling going on at the club the night they decide to dine out.

"You couldn't get a lot of them to take part in these sports," Broms notes, "but they'll come to the club to watch and visit the people who do. While they're at it, they want to eat in style."

And, eating in style, doesn't stop with partaking of good food, properly prepared. If wine isn't served, then the meal isn't complete! This may sound like oversimplification, but Broms is convinced that it's true. Any club restaurant that isn't paying its way, that's playing to empty table after empty table, especially during the winter time, should try luring the members with wine.

Many northern clubs, Broms points out, have an excellent winter sports program. Some, in fact, are close to being a continuing winter carnival, but fall down in the revenue department because they offer nothing better than snack bar service. Sports themselves don't bring in much income. It takes the restaurant and bar operations to do this. If a manager is willing to put some effort into the winter operation and not treat the food and beverage service as a necessary evil accommodation, revenue can be produced; perhaps as much as 60 or 70 per cent of what is grossed during the golf season. Furthermore, 60 per cent of the staff can be kept on during the winter, something that is appreciated in April or May when a manager normally has to go through the pain of large scale employee recruiting.

Regardless of what kind of a sports program it has going during the winter months, a club's main attraction is sociability. Bar revenue is directly dependent on how good the restaurant is. And wine makes the restaurant. That's the syllogism that has guided Bob Broms since he came to Glen View six years ago.

The wine base was established when a wine salesman persuaded Broms to give his products a trial. Wine tasting parties for members were introduced; wines were promoted at meals, and different vintages were designated as the "wine of the month." Most of the Glen View members were quickly converted. Within a few months it became necessary for the club to put in a wine cellar for the "take home" trade. Now, an $18,000 inventory is carried. French Burgundies and Bordeaux, German white wines and domestic brands from both New York and California are stocked. The cellar is air-conditioned. Broms, who has had to become what he calls a minor authority on wine to stay ahead of his customers, could only get away five days last year for a vacation. He spent them in the vineyards of California.

Of course, fine feeding doesn't merely consist of serving the appropriate grape. Wine can't cover up the sin of poor food preparation. Glen View is noted not only for its excellent cuisine but for the variety of its menus. Where most clubs offer only the standard dinner fare of steaks, filets, chops and fowl, Glen View tempts its members with such as: Medallion of Veal Oscar, Pork Tenderloin-Gypsy Style, Tourne-do Marie Louise, a sauteed prime
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made available for members.

Spectators usually outnumber participants. They spend more money than those who take part in the sports activities. As Broms points out, the curlers, for instance, become so engrossed with their stones and brooms that they often forget to make their way back to the clubhouse. Spectators who watch them for a while finally turn away and come to the clubhouse to eat or drink. So, the only conclusion is that most of the winter revenue comes from the onlookers, the people who are at the club to socialize.

Glen View’s trap and skeet shooting range is a busy place on weekends during November and December. Shoots are also held on Wednesdays during these months. In addition to interclub competition, home and home matches are played with Hinsdale and Westmoreland CCs, both in the Chicago area. At the end of the season there is an Invitation shoot. A gourmet dinner, which follows this event, usually is attended by 50 or more people.

Curling, as it is at several clubs in the Chicago district, is the big winter sport at Glen View. There are women’s and men’s leagues within the club and at the end of the season there is a big interclub mixed bonspiel. Outside matches are played with North Shore, Indian Hill, Xemoo, Oak Park and Skokie, all country clubs, Chicago curling and out-of-state and downstate teams. In addition, state playdowns are held at the end of the curling season and surviving teams become eligible for the national and even international bonspiels. Glen View has two curling sheets.

In the winter of 1967-68, the club had a total of 40 ice skating days on its natural rink, located east of the course in a kind of depression, which gives the skaters good protection from the wind. An old tennis house has been moved into the area to provide a shelter. Since most of the skaters are youngsters, adult supervision is always made available. Most of the skating activity on the 50 x 100-yard rink takes place on weekends, and a regular Saturday feature is a hockey game. The aforementioned 40 skating days, even at a club located as far north as Glen View, kind of exceeds the normal quota, according to Bob Broms. For this, he thanks Henry Lange, the club superintendent, who is just as diligent in providing a good skating surface as he is in providing good putting surfaces. There’s a trick to it. A rink that is flooded when the temperature is at least five or six degrees below freezing has a better surface than when flooded around 32°. As often as not this means that Henry gets up at two or three a.m. to take care of the flooding because the temperature usually doesn’t drop to an optimum freezing level until the early morning hours.